River Deep Alliance Outing Report
The programs in River Deep Alliance all focus on healing and support from physical,
psychological or emotional injuries and trauma sustained during military or civilian life.
This is accomplished through activities and services that enable an individual to reacclimate and re-engage in life. A positive outlook is crucial in the healing process and
these activities and services have proven effective for improving outlook and day-today quality of life.
www.riverdeepalliance.org
Bob Adwar bob@scihop.org

Group outings are funded, planned and organized by River Deep with
assistance from the SCI Humanitarian Outreach Program (SCI HOP)
who handles much of the logistics.

July 13th 2019
Location: Lincoln Hills, Blackhawk, CO.
Hosted By: River Deep Alliance and SCI HOP
Participants: Craig Hospital & Operation TBI Freedom
Anglers of Honor at Lincoln Hills
The sun is shining, the mountains are green and the creek is clear. We had a large group on Saturday,
anxious to try their luck on the creek and pond. We had expert guides from the Anglers of Honor
program. Most of the group were new to fly fishing and received instruction on casting, gear, and knots
from the guides. We put the waders on and headed to the creek and pond with our guides. Family
members and children were also on the pond trying their luck. We managed to put a few in the net, but
more importantly everyone learned about fly fishing and had a great time.
At lunchtime, we gathered on the eco-center deck that overlooks the pond. One of our favorites, Jim N'
Nick's BBQ, delivered a delicous meal for all to enjoy. It's been a wonderful, beautiful day. A huge
thanks to all the guides, volunteers and everyone who helped make it a success.
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